Indonesian variety show Karnaval SCTV required a reliable, large-format sound system for a high-profile live broadcast commemorating the founding of the city of Lubuklinggau.

To ensure world-class sound and rock-solid stability for the event, AV integration company The Voices provided Karnaval SCTV with a complete HARMAN Professional Solutions audio system.

"This event hosted a variety of eminent celebrities, so reliability was extremely important. After considering these factors, we decided that the versatile JBL VTX Series systems would be best suited for the project at Karnaval SCTV."

The Voices deployed JBL VTX A8 line array loudspeakers to deliver clear, detailed sound for a variety of musical performances. VTX A8 loudspeakers utilize patented VTX Series technology to provide impressive performance, unmatched efficiency and consistent horizontal coverage. Paired with a JBL VTX B18 18-inch subwoofer, the system delivered powerful bass response with improved linearity and increased sensitivity. To power the system, Wu Shen selected a Crown VRack 4x3500HD amplifier rack, which features three Crown 4x3500HD amplifiers and a built-in distribution system for quick and easy set up.

"We required a sound system that catered to three critical criteria," said Edison, Sound Engineer, Karnaval SCTV. "Firstly, the system had to be powerful enough to deliver..."
We are very satisfied with the solutions provided by The Voices; they certainly meet all of our expectations.

“The project for Karnaval SCTV at Lubuklinggau called for robust audio solutions to create a lasting impression on audiences,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM, HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. “We would like to thank The Voices and our partner IMS Indonesia for deftly deploying solutions that reproduce audio with excellent quality, making the event more immersive and maximizing the entertainment experience.”

PRODUCTS USED
CROWN VRACK 4X3500HD AMPLIFIER RACK
JBL VTX A8 LINE ARRAY LOUDSPEAKERS
JBL VTX B18 SUBWOOFER
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